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Moderato

Till ready

pretty flower grows along old Broadway,

think about the rose I saw on Broadway,

A

mid'st the throng, gay life and song I found her drooping there,

listless face, her trembling gaze, beneath the starry sky,
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heart went out to her I met on Broadway,
praying for a little rose on Broadway,
A  

fa ded little rose, beneath the white light's glare:
sad and bitter tears, in memory will be high:

Chorus

Broadway Rose, there's a tear in your eye,

Broadway Rose, seems I oft' hear you sigh,

Though you wear fancy
clothes and you show silk-en hose, You're a-lone, as they all pass you by,

Broad-way Rose, hide your cares in a smile For to you tears have gone out of style still at heart you're a gem, though the whole world con-

demn no-one knows of your woes, Broad-way Rose. Broad-way Rose.
Fox Trot Arrangement of the Chorus
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VOICE

Broadway Rose—There's a tear in your eye,

Broadway Rose, Seems I oft—

hear you sigh,

Though you wear fancy clothes,

And you show silk-en hose,

You're a lone as they all pass you by.

Broadway Rose—

hide your cares in a smile,

For to you tears have gone out of

style,

Still at heart you're a gem,

Tho' the whole world con-

demn, No one knows, of your woes,

Broadway Rose.
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I've got an old-fashioned Mammy, Wait for me,
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"Gingham Girl," I want you only
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